Welcome to Week 3 Term 4!

We cannot believe it is already Week 3! Before we know it, Christmas will be just around the corner!

Swimming was fantastic; students had fun, learned and refined their technique, practised water safety and had great fun on the last day!

Notices Sent
Home Last Week

• 1 Shoebox (or a similar type of box) required per student
• Inquiry Explorers Presentation note (date and time noted above)
• Indigenous Incursion (on Compass)
• Life Education (On Compass)
• Music lessons timetable
• Win an iPad—stir crazy kids
• Art Smart
This week in Grade 4

**Literacy** This week students will read and practise sequencing techniques; we will also discuss the importance of sequencing in reading and writing. In Writing, we will continue to look at Indigenous culture and adding cultural features to our writing.

**Mathematics** This week will see students continue to discover time, telling the time, working out elapsed time and further practising am/pm.

**Inquiry** This week students will learn about the first fleet, the age of exploration and will begin researching an explorer for their presentations.

Other reminders/notices

**Sun Smart**

A reminder to bring hats to school this term. Thank you!

**Science Fact from Ms Ziogos**

Did you know that plants are green because they reflect green light and absorb the other colours for photosynthesis. If you put a plant under green light, it’ll probably die.